
Hire qualified people 
with Oregon’s

The National Career Readiness Certificate documents 
work-related skills. It helps Oregon employers hire, 
train and retain qualified employees.NCRC

An assessment of 
foundational skills
The NCRC documents applied skills in 
three core areas critical to success in a 
majority of jobs in the workplace. The 
certificate is relevant for people with all 
levels of experience, for jobs at every 
point on the skill continuum and  
in nearly any industry.

QUICK FACTS

The NCRC helps businesses build and 
maintain a skilled workforce 

Oregon’s NCRC is a nationally recognized certificate providing objective 
documentation of employees’ skills.

  The NCRC measures three foundational skills necessary for a 
majority of jobs: Applied Mathematics, Reading for Information,  
and Locating Information.

  Oregon’s NCRC helps employers quickly identify qualified applicants, 
and helps job applicants demonstrate their skills and stand out from 
the crowd.

  Individuals holding an NCRC have a documented level of 
foundational skills, and are ready to be trained in the specific 
requirements of a job. 

  The NCRC can reduce your hiring and training costs, and employee 
turnover. 

  The NCRC can be easily incorporated into your existing hiring 
practices as one factor in many to determine an applicant’s fit to the 
job opening. 

Your organization is invited to sign a Letter of Commitment to prefer 
the NCRC in your company’s recruitment and hiring process.

Learn how Oregon’s NCRC can help you 
solve your workforce and hiring needs. 

For more information, and a list of  
local NCRC representatives, visit  

www.OregonNCRC.org

The National Career  
Readiness Certificate is 
nationally recognized and 
utilized by thousands of 
employers and job applicants.

GOLD
Is awarded in Oregon to

In recognition of verified skills in Applied Mathematics, 

Locating Information, and Reading for Information
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